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MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

DULLES - IKE CONFER ON PLANE INCIDENT

9

Huge Park Building Program Delegates
'f Has Been Approved In State Determined To
Keep Peace

•

Frankfort, Ky, June 27 — A
$3.500.000 building program in state
parks to be financed by the issuance of revenue bonds ha.s been
approved by the State Property
and Build,ings Commission, Governor Lawrence W. Wetherby an.
flounced here today.
The program includes the follow-
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FTZ-h—Lodge Designed By Doctor

room
lodge, dining room
and
lounge and 15 vacation cottages.
Dewey Lake State Park - 35room
lodge, dining room
and
lounge nd 23 vacation cottagei.
Natural Bridge State Park - 15
vacation cottages.
General Butler State Park - 7
vacation cottages.

C

Russia Offers To Pay Half
Of The Cost Of The Damages
By WILLIAM GALBRAITH
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON
— Secretary
of State John Foster Dulles will
fly to Maine this afternoon to
meet President Eisenrhower and
confer on the latest U. S -Russian
plane incident.
The secretary planned to fly to
the Dow Air Force Base at Bangor
Me, a State Department spokesman said Mr Eisenhower is sched

uled to fly back to the capital tonight.
The PreAdent and Dulles then
will have more time during the
return flight to discuss the shooting clown of an American Navy
plane by Russien Migs last Wednesday off Alaska.
Russia claims that its plane exchanged shots with the U.S. Navy
plane during the incident. The Defense Department said the American plane did not return any fire
after It was attacked.
Russia has offered to pay half
the damages cauaed in the incident.
Originally, the President and
Dulles had intended to hold an ex,
traordjnary night meeting to discum
the incident
immediately
after Mr. Eisenhower returns to
the capital tonight at shoot 11
pan. EDT from his New England
speaking-fishing tour.

By GEORGE COFEEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
SAN FRANCISCO
i
— The
United Nations began its second
decade today with diplomats of its
60 member nations more than eV.
Carter Caves State Park - 50Lake Cumberland State Park - determined to keep the world at
peace.
room
lodge. dining room
arid new 35-room lounge, dining room
This determination to work for
lounge and 23 vacation cottages.
and lounge and 15 vacation cotpeace—and to work hard for it —
Pine Mountain State Park - 35. tages.
was the stated aim ' of speakers
Pennyrile Forest State Park - 30'who addressed the 10th anniverroom addition to present lodge and
sary meeting of the U. N. here.
10 vacation cottages.
Every speaker- and there were
Kentucky Dam Village
new 73 of them—agreed that the
United
50-room lodge, dining room and
Nations still represents the best
• LOUISVILLE (UP) —Two
large lounge to replace existing temporand
possibly the only hope for a
segrriends of Kentucky labor were ary lodges.
It, WILLIAM MILLER
permanent arid lasting peace
at odds today on endorsement of
...United Press Staff Correspondent
The final session of the U N's
Governor Wetherby sad tbat
candidates gar the hottest DemoTAIHEI. Formosa. June 27 01
cratic primary bottle in recent Kentucky investment firms have 10th birthday observance came to
— Chinese Communist MIGs shot
cane
a
Sunday
with
a
assured
minute
the
years.
oe
Building Commission,
down a Nationalist warplane today
The Kentucky State CIO Politi- of which he is chairman, that silent prayer Then the delegates
and forced • commercial airliner
scattered
to
their
homes
operating
and dipexperiences in the Kencal Action Committee during the
to crash-land near Matsu Island,
lomatic
posts
all
over
The Soviet version of the plane
the world.
weekend announced its endorse- tucky park system indicate that
wounding
an
American
doctor incident was disclosed
Dr Fele° N. Yen Kleffens of the
ment of Bert T. Combs in his race revenue bonds to finance the new
Sunday
aboard for • mercy flight.
Netherla
nds,
who presided over the
when the State Department made
against A. B. Chandler for the program woula find a ready marThe Soviet-built jet fighters atcessions,
summed up the feeling of
plastic the text of the memorand11 Democratic
nomination for Gover- ket.
tacked • Foostang Air Lines amthe delegates:
um handed Dulles in San Frannor.
phibian-u
nder
Governor Wetherby announced
charter
to the U S. cisco Saturday by
Reaffirm Peace Alms
The group, representing more
Soviet Foreign
Military Assistance Advisory Group
three weeks ago that funds have
"MI members
have reaffirmMinister V. M. Molotov.
than 30,000 CIO members in the
—
and
forced it to crashland cm
been allocated for a 50-room lodge, ed their common determination
While
admitting the incident
state. stated that Chandler "has
White Dog Island. a Nationalist
dining room and lounge at Gene- Ito eave succeeding generatk0113
could have been due to "a misby his long record of disleyalty
outpost near Matsu
ral Butler park. Architects for this from the scourage of war."
take." Melotov said Russia did not
and, selfishness forfeited any lclaim
The U S Army doctor was flybuilding have been retained, and
-They have pledged themselves
rule out the possibility it was "a
to the support of the members of
ing to the Matsu Islands to aid a
final plans are expected to be equally to press forward in the.
result of the action of some reporganized labor and the Demostricken American on duty in the
completed so that construction can search for agreement on • disarresentatives of the American camcratic party."
' The proposed health lodge at check-up
be started this summer. The lodge mament pain that can provide a
During his stay, if some- Commuist - threatened off - shore mend
who are not interested in
*e sew Toes lavers bey floont thing should
happen which would ialands. The drew was wmaridedt ttse preventafri
The committee said that it made will be located on a bluff over- greater meature of security to the
of Tres one ot InReservati
on
been
has
designed
but
four
by
looking
Chinese
the
nations
lake at the perk, with
crewman flying
require medical attention
and remove the threat of .
• no specific endorsement of
there
cident."
any
• doctor to ,get the most out of
will be the proper facilities right the big American -made PRY padestruction
other candidate for statewide of- • view of both the Kentucky and atomic
from
the
every dollar and still provide the there at the
world....
flees in the Democratic primary, Ohio river valleys.
But Molotov expressed "regret
campsite for treatment trol bomber transport escaped un..
necessary tee il I t es.
"The difficulties before us are as
end tf a communicable disease hurt
other than Combs.
in regard to the incident" and of"It is our plan to expedite sale
evident as the dangers and disapTo be located in a quiet central should be contacted, there will be
The Kentucky Federation of Lafered to pay the United States 50
Frankfort. Ky. Juno 27 - ResiEagaged In Dogfight
of the revenue bonds so that the pointmen
area, with accessibility by roat the isolation ward there to separate
ts of the past But we dents of Calloway
bor, the policy making group of
The Nationalist warplane was per cent of the damages. He inCounty received
new projects can be started and
have the charter as our guide, the. 120314
and with a view of the surround- him from the rest of the boys.
the AFL which represents more
in May under Kentucky's
shot clown in • doefleht with the sisted the US plane was over
placed in operation next season
charter which prescribes that the
ing countryside, the health lodge He will be under observation at
than 133,000 members, had enthree public assistance programs
attacking MICA making their first Russian waters
if posetble," the governor added.
United
will
Nations
house
the
shall
proper
be used as a old age assistance, and to dependen
facilities far the right place by the right perdorsed Chandler's candidacy earThe United States reiterated it,'
appearance in tome over the Matt
"Our objective a to have a lodge center
treatment isolation and diagnosis son
for harmonizing the actions children and
lier. Three railroad brotherhoods
aid to needy blind.
sus only 120 miles northwest of stand that the incident occurred
and at least 25 cottages in each of member
states"
have taken the same political
over internatfonal waters There
Commissioner of Economic Secur- of disease There will be a recepThis health lodge is only one Formosa
of the major vacation parks.
Although the U N meeting here ity Vego
• stand.
E Barnes reported today. tion room. first-aid room, bath, of the many, proposed features
The American advisors group was no loss of life but 7 of the 11
'The program is based on recom- was supposed
of
to be Purely cornStill unheard from on the Dem- mendatio
crew members aboard the Neptune
The following payments were doctor's room, isolation mom and the Four Rivers Boy Scout Reser- did not release the name
ns by Henry Ward. COT- memorative, the
of the
Big Four ooreign
a 'ward
ocratic primary battle is the Unit- rmssione
vation being developed on Kra
American doctor who was wound- patrol plane were injured, three
r of cnservatiOn. under ministers
.
.
conferred on vital issues
ed Mine Workers Union. which whose
by shell fragments
When your son goes to Scout tucks, Lake. This reservation
Old age assistance, $17, 863: aid
direction Kentucky's state in the cold
rah ed when the MiGis swarmed out of
war and the forth- to dependen
represents more than 50. 000 memDulles, returning to the' capital
t children. $2304; aid minas the first thing that you be • reality with your help and the sky in • sudden attack Napark system has been developed coming "summit
conference" at to needy blind,
bers in Kentucky, chiefly centered since
usually worry about is. 'What will oularart The drive for capital
Sunday from the United Nations
$14700
1948 The business-like oper• Geneva
funds tionalist accounts did not say how
in eastern Kentucky, a crucial ation
meeting at San Francisco and his
Total outlay for the month was happen if he gets sick" Well. the to finance the development of Four he was "wounded" during
of the parks has attracted
the inAt a meeting last Monday night,
area in the campaign.
meeting with Molotov said he was
$3208.734 for the three categories Scout leaders have worried and Rivera will begin shortly, and as cident
nation-wide attention
Attendance U S. Secretary of State John
Foster of aid, with old age grants
The CIO - PAC also endorsed has climbed
"gratified" that the Soviet memoac- thought about this too, and for citizens intereetea in the future of
from relatively few Dulles, British
The MAAG also
not release
Foreign Secretary counting for $1,964.751
Lexington attorney James L. Clay persons
: dependent this reason feel that this health this
county, it
deserves
to almost 4.000,000 pe
your the name of the ailing American randum "expressed some regret.
.rsons Harold MacMillan •nd French
For- children grants, $1.194.600
In his race against former U.S. last year.
and receipts from park eign Minister Antoine
and aid lodge is • necessary item at the whole-hearted support
the doctor was flying to Matsu to although it was not what we askPiney pre- to needy blind.
Dist Atty. Edwin R. Dermey for operation
Scout reservation
ed for."
s have risen from $175,000 sented proposals to Russian
These
Boy
Scouts
are
the
people treat
Forthe Republican
nomination
for In 1947 to an estimated $2.040.000
When your boy arrives at the who are going to be running
It
was
the
second Incident within
eign Minister Vyachestav M. MoloDulles grew somewhat heated
governor. The committee stated this
Scout reservation during the sum- business end your government it a
year.
week
involving
tov about procedures to be followCommunist when he was asked about reports
DRUNKS ARRESTED
that it believes Clay the better
mer
for
his
camping
trip,
will
he
is
your
duty
planes
to see that they
and Americans Soviet MiGe that he was "not satisfied"
"The value of the tourist in- ed at Geneva
candidate on the basis of past
with
be taken to the .Reeeption room have the proper facilities for their attacked a U S Navy
Molotov accepted the proposals
Neptune the Russian offer to pay half the
records, and public statements.
dustry to Kentucky has been dethe
of
health
lodge
for
general
s
Six
drunks
training.
and two drunk drinatrol bomber off Alaska last damages
almost
exactly
as
the
West
premonstrated conclusively. The State
vers were arrested by city police
Wednesday and forced it to crash
sented them
"I didn't say that." he snapped.
Chamber of Commerce estimates
over the past weekend, according
land
BASEBALL STAR DIES
Cautious
Hope
"I said it wasn't what we asked
Fair
Future
that expenditures for travel and
Speeches the nations delivered to City Judge Bob McCuiston
for
recreation have now climbed to
Scene Of Other Battles
Three persons were cited for
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. ,June 27
reflected in general • tone of cauMost diplomatic officials, joined
$523,000.000 a -year. Profits from
loitering
Today's attack came in an area
Judge McCuiston said 414 — Harry Agganis, 25-year-old
tious hope for the future.
by some members of Congress,
FORT WORTH. Tex. June 27 01 that rich Industry go into many
of frenuent skirmishes
MacMillan spoke of the "lifting that no other disturbances were first baseman for the Boston Red
between tended to view the clash as an
WASHINGTON. June 27. (UP) Nationali
— A epeeist plane today flies the pockets, and the state treasury
st and Chinese Communist "isolated
Sox. died today
of the cloud" which had obsecured listed
incident" that
—L. J Petersen actlnr director of
would
body of Silliman Evans, publisher- benefits from taxes paid directly
aircraft
and
Agganis,
warships. Nationalist have no bearing
a native of Lynn. Main. the
previous talks among cold war
on the forthcomIdaho Public Meath Denart- dere planes
president of the Nashville Tennes- to the state by tourists and from
was
have often met Red ing Big
the regular first baseman for
participants
Four conference.,
ment today challenged the Pifer- MiGs
sean and former assistant post- improved incomes of Kentuckians.
on the coast, hut this was including
the Red Sox until he was taken
On Wednesday, Molotov spoke of
Senate GOP leader Wiltiveness as well as the safety, of the first
"The building of the tourist inmaster general. to Nashville for
ill with pneumonia last month He
reported incident involv- liam
eencnuraging developments in inF. Knowland, thought it a
the Salk reale vaccine
final rites and burial
dustry is helping Kentucky meet
ing a Nationalist commercial plane
reported back for duty with the
ternational relations, but he called
deliberate act
Evans. 61. suffered a fatal heart its responsibilities in the fields of
At the same time he :mewled
Chinese Communist planes a year
Sox but was sent back to Sancta
on the West to live up its regional
attack early Sunday shortly sifter education arid public welfare More
"develop
ers
and
FRANKF
nromotem" of the ago shot down a British
ORT. June 27 (UPl — Maria Hospital, here,
military alliances
Cathay
when
he
attendiag the funeral qf Amon dollars brought in from outside by
vaccine of an "apparent lack ne airliner near
Gov. Lawrence W Wetherby to- suffered • relapse.
Communist - held
Piney and Dulles said they
Carter. another giant of the news- tourists will help the state pay
Armenia broke into baseball with interest" In the polio outbreak Hainan island with a loss of ten
would net and could not, at least day offered "whatever help and
paper field and his longtime friend. for the Minimum Foundation Prowhich
followed inoculations in his lives three of them American
relief' was necessary. including Louisville in 1953 after
right now.
s
an outEvans used to work for Carter gram of education dnd other CerU S. carrier-based aircraft subseDulles said the diplomatic atom- state funds, in helping Hopkins standing career as a - Boston UniBITBURG, Germany. June 27 IS
on the Forth Worth Star-Tele- vices without new state taxes"
Iftf*
ria
cererrigh
County
ted
residents
interview
ouently
in
with"
their
shot
versity
battle
down
athlete
sphere apparent at the U. N "could
two Chinese — An
American Sabre jet pilot
gram.
Governor Wetherby added that
the
magaeine
against
.
US.
an
News
invasion
Communi
of
&
World
salt
st
fighter planes that at. "never
marsh
He batted 281 for the 1953 seamark the beginning of an era,"
even saw" that British
the issuance of revenue bonds to
Rennet.
mosquito
Peterson
es.
tackelfa
also
eenreese
them
d
as they searched the
son with Louisville in the Ameriprovided Russia shows with acts
Lincoln bomber he rammed four
finance construction of the revenue"nothine
The
but
rennath
governor
South
e
named
for the
China Sea near Hong Kong
State can Association and joined the
that she is sincerely interested in
miles above the earth during night
producing lodges and vacation cotAeronautics Coramiseloner Charles parent Red Sox last year, batting Cutter Laboraterrim" of California for survivors of the plane
lessening tension.
maneuvers of Operation Carte Blantages will release state funds for
which neridured the vaccine used
Gartrell to head a committee 251 in 132 games
The stork on the Nationalist
che, the Air Force said today..
the development of new state
which will meet Tuesday to map
The Boston Red Sex were not in In Idaho "We feel that Cutter airliner ,today came only a few
POLIO CASES LISTED
Second Lt. Willipm H Whitten,
parks and the improvement of
• campaign against the insect 'town. They }list finished a success- I abet-atm-les
probably
proctored days after the United Stales disof Chillicothe. Ohio, shot himself
facilities in other parks.
vaccine.. exactly as they closed Soviet Mires forced a US.
LOUISVILLE, June 27 01 — The army that has plagued residents ful home stay and were In Pitts- the
clear of his plummeting FIND with
Navy plane to crash off Alaska on
"No one can now dispute the total number of polio cases in and livestock of three western burgh for an exhibition game to- had .been instructed to do."
the ejector seat, parachuted safely
Although
Kentuck
three
WedneedI
of
y
night.
V
the
counties
nation's
Kentucky
stood
at 56 today after
value of the travel to Kentucky."
to earth and telephoned his base
ton
polio
.experts
challeng
five
ed
the
new cases were reported
he continued "This new program
Chat he had "hit something"
Serving nn the committee will
safety
of
the
vaccine
ESCAPE
at
a conS DEATH
will go a long way toward elevat. last week, health authorities said. be represten
Six British crewmen were killed
tatives of the state Deereasional round table session last
One death from polio has ocing Kentucky to the top in the
when the four
partment of Health and the Ifni.
engined bomber
week,
none
nuestinned its effecSAIGON. Indochina rt? — Pre11
'4.
i 1 0
nation in the fight to get our curred in the state so far this year. versity
crashed in flames in the Eiffel
of Kentucky The gover- mier Ngo
And the US Public
Forty-nine cases and two deaths
Dinh Diem narrowly tiveness
Southwest Kentucky — Fair to- share of this great Industry."
Mountaine, seven miles northwest
nor's offer of help was made In a escaped
death Sunday when a hand Health Service gave the present
had been reported by the last
day and tonight, highest 80 to
of here, early Sunday. The Sahre
CAMP
telegram to Hopkins County Judge grenade
PENDLETON.
Calif.
week in June 1954, and 34 cases
exploded nearby during vaccine and the nationwide InocuCOUNTY QUIET
83 Low tonight. near 60 Tuesday
L. R. Slaton. who appealed Satur- army maneuver
(FHT1+1) — Cpl Gerale C Kimbro. slashed into the bomber during
and six deaths by the same time
s, government offi- lation program a ringing vote of
some cloudiness and slightly warmNATO's biggest 'atomic air war"
'day for Immediate state aid in ciate disclosed today
confidenee last week after 11 of son of Mr and Mrs John D KimNothing out .of the way occur- in 1452, the worst polio epidemic
er
exercises, scheduled to end Tuescsornbatting the mosquito problem.
Diem was unhurt by the blast the experts voted $ to 3 in their bro of 413 ea 12th st . Murray, Ky,
red over the weekend in Calloway year In state history.
way promoted to the present rank day.
Slaton warned that the situation at the exercise
at the Quantre favor
County, according to Brigham FutKentucky Weather Summary
Whitten was quoted as saying:
May 31 while serving here with
had reached the serious stage in Training Camp Two soldiers
S i
salk,
who
also
PUBLISJI
was
intervie
VISITS
IER
were
rell,
wed
Sheriff No lawlessness was
Winds northeast 5 to 20 miles
"I never even saw the bomber."
the 1st Marine Division
the Clear Creek Watershed area woundeda by the explosion
by
the
magazine
, reiterated his
, one seper hour today. Humidity about. 40 reported he said Sheriff Futrell
The bomber was flying blacked out
Henry Chappeii. publisher of the of Hopkins County "In three riously
'confidence iu the vat('i net He
•
per cent Some eloudinesa and not urged citimens to drive carefully Three States, •
on a mock "atom raid"
weekly newspaper weeks time everything will be
minted out that mere than 6 milmuch change in temperature or during the approaching three day in Middlesb
NOTIttli
"It was • million-to-one chance
oro. Kentucky. was a eatekn up, livasteek humans and
STILL TEACIUNG
lion children have. received safely
holiday. the Fourth of July.
humidity Tuesday,
that such an accident should ocvisitor at the Ledger and Times all." Staten said.
AKRON.
0 — ite — Mrs. the vaccine bearing the Mahoney
A large number of persons in
High temperatures around KenThere will be a home-coming cur," an
Air Force spokesman
today.
A 12-man team of state health George Snyder. 86, has been teach- strain of
polio virus That is the service and basket dinner at the said "They had
tucky Sunday — Bowling Green the nation are expected to die on
the whole ske
Mr 'Chappell. with his family department experts will go into ing piano
for 63 years and is still p
vo
iru
lios. primarily blamed in the Cut- Block Church, 3 miles Bast of in which to maneuver
Corbain 77, Paducah 80. and the highway's he said. Careful
."
•re vacationing at Kentucky Lake action this week against the mos- active
Her one pupil now is • 12- ter eases for post - vaccination Almo. Sunday. July 3rd
Louisville. B0.
driving will Cut this number.
It was the fourth fatal crash in
this week.
quitoes.,
yeitr-old boy,
The public is invited to attend.
the giant err exercises.
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NATIONAL. REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITNIFII CO., 1366
Monroe. Memphis, Tenn.: 250 Park Ave., New York: 34 N. Michigan
Atm- Chicago; 90 Bolyston St.. Boston.

Pitchers
State Picnic
esterday

TRYING TO LIVE UP TO TITLE

New York
Chimer)
Cleveland
.
Detroit
Ba ton
Kansas City
Washington _
Etaltimore

Entered so the Post Orem. Murray, Kentucky, for trensmission as
Secand Class Matter

By MILTON RICHM.Me
United Press Spezia Writer
Pit heis in both leintuira staged
:heir own "bitting p:enic" SUadaY j
ar-d the majority of 'ern certainly
had their fill at the plate.
Guys eke Willard Nixon of the
MONDAY. JUNE 27, 1955
Red Sox. Alex Kellner and Rey
Herbert of the Athletics. Vern Law
at the Pirates. Jackie Collurr.
the Redlegs and Ned%Garver
the Tigers got in some mighty fine
licks Sundap-sit Ntifiers in le • t
Ledger and Times File
circuits slammed a total of 19
June 27, 1950
and drove .n 11 runs.
, Nixon exploded a three run douH.
E.
Mrs.
Miss Anna Smith. daughter of Mr. and
ble in the seventh inning of the
Smith and Spanish instructor at -Murray Statfaeollege, opener to bicalt a 2-all tie and
left last Wednesday for Madison. Wisconsin. where she • give the Red Sox a 5-2 sec*. •
will study eight weeks at the University of Wisconsin over the White Sox. Bostoi.
w.nt on to win its 16th
oir.--ber Doctor's degree in -Spanish.
Plc Robert G. Underwood. son of Mr. and Mrs. E. N. 20 starts by teking the 12th St.. arrived in the Phillipines ooret. 8 2. behind Tom Brew...
BSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier In Murray. per week 15c, pat
month 65c In Callewey and adjoinieg counttes, per year 93 50: eagle
where. $5.5

WIFIll=tare
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'FISH ... WENT SOMEWHERE'

Detroit 6 Wa▪ shingtoe 4
Washington 12 Detroit 4 2nd
Kansas City 1 Balemose 0
Kansas City 5 Baltimore 2 2nd
Cleveland 5 New York 0
New York 2 Cleveland 0 2nd
Boston 5 Chicago 2
Boston 8 Chicago 2

Today's Games
No Game:

Scheduled

Tomorrow's Games
Kaitsas City at Cleveland
Detroit at Chicago. night
Baltimore at New York
Heston at Washington, night

National League
_
recently received the
GREACE'S Crown Prince Constantine, 'Who
be taking the Spartan
revived title of Duke of Sparta, seems to
In athleUe prowaccolade seriously, trying to emulate his forbears
shot-put is the routine here.
ess at private school near Athens. The
Hnternatiosuili
The tor-.nce is 15.

Brooklyn
Chicago
Milwaukee
Now York
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Failadelphin
F.ttsburgh

W. L. Pct. OB
50 18 735
.
39 32 .549 12,
37 31 .544 13
33 36 .478 17',
,
31 34 477 17,:
30 36 465 19
30 38 .441 20
22 47 .319 26-i

fruitless casts In
PIESIDENT EISENHOWER makes one of his pretty
New England
Pk:mace brook, near Rutland. Vt., while on ids
to keep, and said,
speech trip. Be hooked nothing big enough
else* (International)
"All the nag In that brook went somewhere

Yesterday's Games

PERICOLI'S BEHIND HERG

doubleheedel as Gus BeU. Stan
l'ac.ys and Ted Kluszewski each
hurnered. and Art Fowler gave the
Bellegs a sweep wee a 1,ve hit
5-U wan over the Plies :n the
eir.alee
Like Collum. Garver also helped
honseU to two hits although re..et pecner Al Aber was c.edited
Detroits 10 inning 6-4 SeC.. ion over the Senators Wesh,ngton then snapped a nine game los- .
;14 iersak in the n.geitcap when !
eLckey McDermott beat the 'fliers. 12-4 while sek.ttering 10 hits
The Yankees sp..t a doublebeaded with the Ind..ins. Cleveland
winning the opener. 5-0. as Eerly
Wynn pitched a three-natter and
Ralph Kiner homered, but los.ng
the nightcap. 2-0. when Wh.tey
Pied piktied a four bitter foi New
York. Even thougn they spht.. the
Yankees increased theirtrrikr mar.
;A to three g. es over
Lewgue
the second pli.ce White Sox, who
ed both of teei; vanes after ,
d
having eon five streigte.

Cincinnati 16 Philedelphia 5
Caninnati 5 Philadelphia 0 2nd
Fittabiergh 5 Chicago 4
Chicago 2 Pittsburgh 1 2nd
S.. Louis 9 New York 2
St. Louis 7 New York 2 2nd
Milwaukee 4 Brooklyn 0

Buyers Of
11-E

-Today's-&Mee
•._

Scheduled

And

Tomorrow's Games
New York at, Brooklyn, .1.ght
PiUsburgh at Philadelphia, 71iyitit.
Chicago at Milwaukee. night
Cincinnati at St. Louts. night

OATS
AT CURRENT MARKET PRICES

Modern Cruisers
Very Comfortable
The modern cruisers are fitted
with equipment that makes living
afloat as comfortable as in your
own home. Galleys are complete
with running water, easy-to-operate
stoves and refrigetritora Wide neds
are equipped with comfortable foam
rubber mattresses and toilet facilities are excellent Even the interiors are decorated to please the
feminine etee

Braves Shutout Dodger.
Bob Buhl limited the Dodaers to
Lee h.ts in letchirg the Braves to
I a 4-0 v.ciory. Milwaukee broke J
Cureless deadlock with a run in
the l•ixth that was set up by PeeWee Reese s error end Ed MatheWs edded tne clincher when he
ward his 17th homer with two on
in the eighth Ed Roebuck. who relieved Russ Meyer ei the Lfth afts r the °edger starter was :re
z
jured an e mills-on at first bate,
was the leet:
NEW U S OPEN GOLF champion Jack Fleck arrives home In Davenport. la . and waues a happy greeting to the throng that met
th•
•counced
The Carcere:Q
him at the airport. A moment later he had to wipe Pus eyes. he
G...res in botn .mds of a doube
was an overcome. With hen are Ms wee 1-yr.n and son Cra.g
heater. 9-2 ..rd 7-2. and left tie
inter nate/eel Soutu4photo,1
Wool Fleck.
woi Id charopawA 17 . games 4) .
pace. only ie... nercentie ,
the
pee
ate ad et the fifth
;sent
Resllegs. Soutnpaw Harvey Heddi,
heat the Giants for the first time
tn., season ii the opener cle-ente;•
homers by Wh:tey Leekman and!
Dori Muelier Iray Jackson was
the teeond game
VD'
,
WITI1111
.0er...ugh he' re,Jei relief in th'i.
seventh, a frame in which Lack
man hit his see ,e1 hornet of the
day. Stare Mu".... "ma hied his 14th
h •mer in tne ep. r off lose:
J.:tinny Antor.e... weee Red Sehoeedienst aed B... Virden cite
reemered for St. Leae ;:. toe night
Cap- ,

W. L. Pct. GB
48 24 .667
et 24 .636 3
41 29 586 6
35 31 .530 10
36 34 .514 11
27 40 .403 1131:,
24 43 358 21,4
20 48 .414 26

Yesterday's Games

Five Years Ago Todav

COLnUERING GOLF HERO HOME

By 17111TIWO1 ~OS

American League

y

Underwood. North
for assignment with the 44th Fighter Bomber Squadron.
Kellner Heals One -Hitter
18th Fighter Group at Clark Air Base located sixty miles
eot enly hulled a onenorth of Manila.
egeiest the Orioles in beatMayfrom
morning
this
left
Scouts
Boy
local
Four
. ,r4 them. 1-0, in the first of two
field to attend the National Jamboree of the Boy Scouts ! games, but his second single of
•
64.
of America set for 'Valley Forge. Pa.
' the cont.st drove in the only run
Those making the trip are Jerry Overcast. Joe Lee , in the s.xth inning. Herbert drove
•
Hadden, ‘Valter Jones, Jr.. and Hal Houston.
runs in the nightcap to
IWO
11
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Ray Mathes of Peoria. Ill., ran nelp the Athletics sweep the twin
44
into two horses belonging to Wes Lipford of Murray bill 5-2. and hafts th,
Route .Two. The impact killed one horse immediately stouight defeat MS
Lziw was instrumental in endi:
and injured the other one•so, badly it had to be
ere-gas:se losing streak!
Nine Murray Girl Scouts are spending the week at Pittsbuighis
when he drove in three.rtins with
"C , Big Bear Camp on Kentucky- Lake. according to an an- a home run and a tangle to beat ,
' nouncement today.
the Cubs. 5-4. But big Bob Rush
• Those attending the camp from Murray Troop Four :gave up only five hits in pitching
Lancast'are Patsy Shackleford, Annette Ward, Sandra
! the Cubs to a 2-1 triumph in the
er, Fidelia Austin. Leah Dell Hopkins and Emma Lou second game.
Collum eollected two of CincinHatcher.
5
Nancy Cotham. Betty Cotham and Barbara Ashcraft eat.'s 17 hits while beateig
I6-5„n the opener of a
attendH- e
:tee

Major League
Standings

tute for automobile registration
plates, Seabolt was asked to produce his car registration. He showWINDSOR. Conn. ipPr—Motor- ed the officer the receipt indieatist Lee E. Seabolt of Evans, Ga...
mg he had applied for but hed
made uric mistake on his trip from
not received his car plates.
Texas to New Hampshire. He
stopped to ask il policeman here
Seabolt, after being booked for
for directions.
driving an unregistered motor veAfter traveling 2,000 miles with hicle was allowed to continue h4)
a money order receipt as a substi- trip — by bus.
. _—
• ----

MORAL: NEVER ASK A
POLICEMAN FOR DIRECTIONS

•
LEA PER1COU'S behind here In her Wimbledon match In England
but the Italian entrant certainly makes a good showing In losing
to Spain's J. de Ribs.. Lea :s Uie newest glamor sensation of the
the famed courts, with a white "A'S line dress with pink nylon
r riat io nal Sound photo)
(
slip and frilly white panties.

Whereas the meta boats of 1905
Were built for hardy, adventuresome
men, women and children alike.
Boating has become a family recre.tion and the craft at the 1955
Boat Show are representative of
what -in be found in the family
.s year.
markie

•

*

Mayfield Milling Co.

111C.

Mayfield, Ky.

It

-Serving the Feed and Grain Trade
for More Than 60 Years

- 1".
"re-e7
1111111110,

r.:im Tires Come Of Age

Advanced Lourses
Open To Members

444.
•

t ,.in this
STION of the form j
.
MODERN 7:ECIT
'
ti e largest and one rd tee seialeet faea tl let
picture showier
tte
manufactured ey The B. F. Goodrich Co., A leen.
a RFG secretary. has room to spare as she sit. c,m1,•ntal.ly in an 1f4-24
Ile
tile.
ee5a!ler t•te is an 4,1,0-5
eight-ply PoN),) Grip oar fierier
by the
four-ply emneth itrip!eineet tire. A reeere
rubler reeepany sheeed that nieriv Until 7U types of faint eqUipmell•
now use etibbee Wes. '
•

M re advanced taui-)es open only
leSRS members areeude such
.p4eialeies as engine maintenance.
weataer. sailing. instrumente and
•-lietial navigation A. all Squadron
eotructers are volunteers and not
essearily profession•1 teachers. the,
D'SPS has initiated a new coure.
si
Instrwelonal Teehniques this4
I
• .ar for those wishing to tea-h
its eciocationa
ti
Ir
'eistiene the squadrons condu •
let en u.ser races. Star.
r..dictid
aid detilet we' al rend..evoii
I o,r members rano their families Imo
;:n :emend opeoes as a large rub'
with unlimited fil• n.lavrghtp for all
reereatienal built:nee wile want to
join and who cnii Imes the base.
iRISHSOR course.

410
HOLIDAYLAND
- 4A)&,6,
(
11edoetZ
and home is a long way off to the
thousands of happy vacationers who are
flocking to Kentucky from all over America
and the world. Every vacationtime mail carries messages to the folks back home, describirlg the wonders of the great new Kentucky holidayland.
i For most of the state's visitors, a Kentucky
vacation involves tiresome and expensive
miles of "to and from" travel, to arrive at
this national playground which exists right
here in your own backyard. If you haven't
seen all of Kentucky, you can enjoy some of
the nation's finest attractions right here at
home.
With a maximum of economy, relaxation,
and enjoyment, Kentucky can be yours for a
day or weekend—or for as long as you like.
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VISIT KENTUCKY STATE PARKS
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FAGS

Quick curing of Hay
Cuts Loss in Quality

but lied
ere
3ked fur
lotor veanue hbed

emarimio
1082 Murray

NOTICE

3291'

r

iemale Help Wanted

FOR, RENT

11 'FE° Late to Classify

FOR RENT: TWO FURNISHED
apartments,
both
with
private
bathrooms at 304 S. 4th St., one
block south of the post office.
See Mrs. B. F. Berry at 300 S.
4th St., Jhone 1C3.
J2eC

GREENFLELD
FABRICS - 3
mile, East of Murray, Cadiz Highway e4. Just arrived - new shipment Bates Fabrics - ream $1.05,
prints $1.10 yd. Open until seven
On Sunday 2-6.
J28P

FOR
RENT:
NICE
5-ROOM
house. bath, furnace heat, • as FOR RENT: DOWNSTAIRS APT.
kitchen range, 511 S. 4th. airs, 2 Poems, Prtvate bath. Home
Dan Knouff, 505-W.
J29C Phi:,' 1249 -ttfiee 601
J29C

Making Silage from Hay
Has Many Advantages

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
SS-Burnish
41,-Indetthlte
article
42- Speech
44-Wash lightly
42. -Illuminated
47-Former
Russian ruler
19-The ow fee- i,p
SO-Fat of ow tile
62-Dye plant
54-Conjunction
63--Ventilate
17-Decla rod
ES-Symbol for
tellurium
61-Mohammedan
name
g5
63me
(h o u n
Friii
67-Prohibit
tilt-Vast. throng
69-Deities
DOWN
1-Resort
2-A state

ACROSS
1-Peruse
6-Jog
9-5hip 4Laonel
12-Bur
attendant
11.-11.0ek fieh
14--SpunIsh for
"river"
15-Intlien
.1
mulberry
16-PreporItion
1A-Mature
20-stiiip,,,,ing that
22-Epic poem
24-Orgies of
hearing
27-Ldstaut
29-Sit
Volcano
31-Afternoon
party
'-Europeans
14-Comfort
-Conjuncti
on
36
27-Strut lively

caste in
England
ind said,
natiorka

•

T.

3

" lb
to
1k

.27

2/

6

iii

/

L--•

e

ray Auto Parts. Maple St. Phone
15.
JULY23C

us

a

26 25

f:re

104://jaq

3.
441

44

•

•yota

.4i

.4

S-Symbol for
silver
4-Skip's clock
6-Part of speech
6-Secluded
7-Concerning
S-Chinitee
pagoda
9-Massive
pi-Three-toed
sloth
11-Preposition
17-Note of scale
19-Earth goddess
2I-TrDR'• Scotty
23-Break
ruthleti3
2 Dewier again
26
- ands worn
around waist
27-tilnMay
2t-tesie
30-Lyre-like
Instrument
33-Command to
eat
11-Lemb'• pen

Mir

4'.'
'
dry el

9

410

,/,' Pi.

FOR SALE: SEVERAL THOUsand new brick and tile. Priced
to sell. Call 988-M. Brandon Dill.
J30C

A

17
n

7,A

.'
‘.",-.
p" Sh-rOrtieen6rin "
heroine
en-Preposit Ion
43-A state
e
l
46 -Instroet
45-LaughIns
SI-Roman wuisi
-Chtne.944 mile
^-Cileor

%I

el

6.3 1.4

FOR SALE
RCA AIR CONDITIONERS, MUR-

Ti

'

-.
---,i

OPIIEJ 1111119131;)
, • 1W3LICII1
gUiti1llIr411

031
NUR
ONO

sit-eanine
SO-Abstract
it -Hebrew
ia-Nere of
44-Behold'.
4s-Riser in

4.4
el

Mr al IMMO Faxlmno

S

twin,
menth
aisle
Italy

CHICAGO (UP) - Many (int,
are breaging their zoning ciedinan
eta up to date, according to tte
International City Manager's, As
. !
sociation.
The trend is shown by the fact
that more than 60 per cent of the
cities queried by the association
have , adopted or revised their
presen
dinances since 1946.
tOf .
umber, 34 per cent have
done
flee 1951. About shven
pee cent were in the process of
revising them early this year.
Many zoning ordinances needed
overhauling because of population
shifts and growth.

slif

'
MOM1JMENTS
Murray Morble and granite works.
MOVING? LEAVE YOUR MteV
Builders of fine memorials for FEMALE HELP WANTED: LADY
Mg worries to us - Local and
over half century. Porter White, to live with elderly lady in Murray.
long distance. Call Murray TransManager. Phone 121.
,j2gc Modern conveniences light work
fer Co. Licensed arid insured. Cor.
and weekly pay. Phone 1625. J27C
atb, & Poplar, phone 240. JulylIC
HAVE YOUR HOME TREATED
SPECIAL,
ON
PERMANENTS, now against termites. Five year
without appointments except Friday guarantee insured. We spray for F=AL.E HELP WANTED: SEVaaa Saturday. $3,e$7.50-$10. College ants, moths, silver fislit, mosquitos, eral girls to address, mail postevery week.
E'r-uty Shop. Lucy Beshear. Judy roaches, and chine elm trees. cards spare time
Adams, Zane Taylor. Call 614. J29C Kelly Exterminator and Pest Con- Write Box 163, Belmont, Mass.
July1P
trol. Kelly Produce Co. Phone 441.
COLDWAVE SPECIAL: Reg. $16
Jnly
•
9
C
for '$8.50. Aek about free electric
FEMALE iiLP WANTED: 1.60
cooker and deep fryer to be ENVELOPES, ENVELOPES, EN- Easy from
Xmas cards. Exclusive.
given away. Jean's Beauty Shop. 'elopes, up to 10 x 15. Brown Sell only
80 tall assortments 30Ph. 1091 for appointment. July 7C clasp envelopes of any stae. 11 card $1 Christmas
Box; 3 cent
-,-ou need clasp envelcpes ciii personals; wraps by-the-yard: 250
at
the
Ledger and Tiillte °free 'reeling sellers. Lowest wholesalers;
NOTICE:
INSURANCE
FIRE.
Windstorm, Automobile, Polio Gel- rupply departmene Perfeet for bonus; guarantee; Free oilers. AsIP'ay Insurance Agency Phone aadang
sortments on approval. $1.95 gift
for promptness. Cantrial, 1400 State,
Paul,
Answer to Saturday's
Dept, 302, Cincinnati, 14.
1 tp

FOR
SALE:
JR.
DRESSES.
sizes 9 to
11. 221 South 12th
Street after five-thirty pm, J28C
FOR SALE:
DE - SCENTED
young pet skunks. Call 573-J or
1464.
J29C

Card of Thanks
We wish to expre!, !!ar sdicere
thanks and appreciation to the
staff of Murray Hospital, the attending physicians, the ministers,
Revs. Leonara Cow, ,Patti. T. Lyles,
L. V.'Renson also for Meaarid Mrs.
Vester Orr for thetr singing, and
for the floral offerings of • the
many friends and neighbors. Also
tho liax H. Char:hill Funcral
Home for the kindness and servicea
rendered during the recent illness
arid death of our mother
The Children of Mrs. Eunice
Futrell.
•
1TP

U. S. D. A. Photo,
Chopping grass 5Bags in the Held,
Increased forage yields result- I space per ton of
dry matter than
ing from the use of improved hay. Well-draine
e trench silos,
harvesting methods are of great properly filled
and sealed, can
economic significance.
be used to provide storage space
Better tiliage methods, planting at an extremely low
high quality seed of adapted, I silos also permit thecost. Trench
use of lowhigh-yielding varieties, judicious cost,
inctbods of tiduse of fertilizer, practical labor- ing ahri feeding. The
forage can
saving methods and low-cost be stele d lung, chopped,
or baled,
equipmeat, all help increase dep.indilig on the
equipment on
farm business and decrease the hand.
cost per unit of farm products.
Cows can be maiftained for
In determining the best methods to use in harvestirg forage long oriods of time, producing
and
Ii producing normally, when
pf high quality,e _eensideration
should be given to the yield of lad lieeraile on good, wilted althe crops, the cost of different falfa ur grass ialage, with littld
or
tray.
ways of harvesting and trio
ability of the various methods Bain drying a bay crop with
foi•eed :,.r ,s a valuable supplefor rapid, orderly harvesting.
Making silage from the hay ment 1., field corini- or adage
crop has many advantages. If the makii.g. Hay crops can be dried
moisture content of the chopped with forci•ci air in a barn, or in
material is reduced to between a stack Li: pole shed, whether the
00 and 70 percent by wilting in hay is lung, chopped, or baled.
the field t: by adding ground ! 1nen
suitable barn - drying
grains in the rib, the silage ear. equipment
and sufficient storage
provide the principal part of the CS city are
available, the hayreughage ration for vletry cattle! I nee eon
be cleared rapidly in
The rapid, orderly harvesting of j an orderly manner.
The use of
• forage crop as silage can uo.I suipleinent
heat in drying is
%tally proceed regardless of the dee aable inalhumid
climates if a
Weather,
larc:e volume of hay is to
be

eleite!

1:1
'
4
/
4
"1
11
.41

U. S. D. A. Photo,
Time and labor saved by baling hay
from windrow with field bailer.
Harvested forages make up a ing with
a shorter period in the
large part of the winter ration
field and a shorter time from
of dairy cattle and other livestock in the United States. More cutting to storage than other
methods and, therefore, results
than 90 per cent of the total harvested forage crop is field-cured in smaller losses of leaves, dihay, 3 to 5 percent grass silage, gestible nutrients, green color,
1 to 2 percent barn-dried hay, and carotene. Silage making
and 1 percent dehydrated hay or ranks next in these respects, followed in order by barn drying
meaL
The quantity and quality of with heat, barn drying tvithout
field-cured hay produced from a heat, field curing during good
given field varies widely, depend- weather, and field cueing dieing
ing on kinds of grasses and le- rainy weather.
gumes in the mixture, stage uf Forages many times higher in
maturity when cut, weather con- nutritive value than field-c
ured
ditions during hervest, method of hay can be produced by
haying
handling the crop, its moisture the right grasses and
legumes in
content when stored, and on other the mixture, by cutting
at an
factprs.
early stage of maturity and proDuring field curing, dry-matter cessing properly as silage
or as
losses are about as follows: Leaf dehydrated hay. The
carotene
shattering, 2 to 5% for grass hay: content of barn-dried hay
will
be
as much as 15 to Al% for legume somewhat higher than
of
hays field cured under favorable good field-cured hay but that
cunditions; and leaching by rain, considerably below that usually
of rood
5 to 14%. Nutrient losses are us- grass silage or dehydrated
hay.
ually higher. Leaching by water
It is
can remove as much as 20 to 40% producepossible and ,practical, to
forages sutficiently high
of dry matter, .10'. of phos- in
carotene that, when liberally
phorus, 65% of potash, 20% of fel
during the winter, will proCrude protein, and 33% of nitro, duce enter
butter hising a yelsan-fro• ntract.
low color and vitamin A potency
Dehydraticn permits harvest- appra
a,..
ch
,..su nun,.r butter.

I

rocpalres leas storage , dried.

HKEt

CITIES BRINGING ZONING
ORDINANCES UP TO DATE

Evergreens, Shrubs
and Azaleas
- Large Stock -

15th at Poplar -- Call 479
"Th. Best For Less"
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Department of Highways
•
NOTICE TO CON1EACTORS.
Seeleil bids wilt be received by,,.
the Department of Highways at
its office, Frankfort. Kentucky, until 9:00 A.M. Central Standard
Time of the 15th day of Jul;.. 1955,
at which time bids will be publieo
1Y opened and road for the imprcvement of:
CALLOWAY COUNTY, RS 18623 -- The Shiloh-Ky. 94 Road
from the Almo-Shiloh Road, extending east' to Ky. 94, 1.395 mile. •
Reconstruction and Traffic Bound
Surface.
The attention cf the prospective bidders is celled to the
prequalification requirements,
necessity for securing certiticete of elgibility, the special
provisions covering subletUng
or assigning the contract and
the
Department', regulation
which prohibits ite issuance
of proptoais after 8.00 A. M.
CENTRAL STANDARD TIME
on the day of the opening of
bids. Proposals will not b issued
except during official

business hours.
NOTE: A purchase charge of

.4
Comediaru; Bud Abbott and Lou Costello are menac
by ed
a mummy
t
i this hilarious scene from their
latest laugh hit, " bbott and Coi,tel.o Meet the
Mummy," with Marie Windsor and Peggy King
opening Tuesday at the Varsity Theatre.

02-00 will, be
for each
proposal. Ri miaence Must ac.
company request for proposal
ffirms, fletuods
not be
tade foe any reason_
NPurther information, bidieng
I
propo.C.ii, et cetera, will be
furnielied upon application to
the Frankfort Office. The right
is resorved to reject any and
all bids.
- DEPT. OF HIGHWAYS
Franx.ft.rt, Kentucky
June 23, 1255

NANCY
CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE
cott and Dell French, a slim. fiend at a run, fir.ng a volley over the
NATE CULLEN answered tor kid of eighteen. Tip blurted out nester's
heads. That had been
them. "It's open range, and we're his story, seeing it reflected in the Sandy's orders.
He had a faint
movtn: in!"
excitement on the open faces of hope that it might panic the men
the
two youngsters, the somber on the ground into a retreat. They ,
"You're an old man, Cullen," the
; encher told him. "You ought& eyes and set taws of the older men, broke and scattered, firing as they
Butit
was Sandy's look that heed ran. Most of the shota went will,
have some sense. Turn this bunch
o' jugheads around an' get back him. He'd never seen the steady but one of thenarfound its mark.
, Where you blong 'fore somebody old ramrod betray so much emo- With a wild cry, young Dell French
te-in. When he stopped speaking, pitched out of the sedate.
gets hurt"
A &ebbing curse broke from
"Who's goin' t' hurt us?" Fred they all looked to Sandy for their
Mike Prescott He spurred his
Cullen& voice raked him with its orders.
"Mike," he snapped, "you ride horse ahead of the line, emptying
hot contempt. "You?'
-There's fourteen more men on out to the east range an' bring an his gun at the nesters. "Mike!"
Broken Spur ain't goin' t' let you the bunch that's workin' there. Sandy shouted at him. "Come back
get away with this, an' you know Dell, oni pick up the three that's here!" The redhead was too crazy
it!" The massed horses kept corn- patrollin' the west side. Tell 'em to with grief and rage to hear him.
His gun spat dame again, and a
aeng, inexorable as death. Tip high-tail It back here."
The two youngsters hit the sad- nester dropped to his knees. Then
'levelled his gun. "First man sets
rifle cracked, and Mike toppled
a
a foot over the line is a dead man." dle, and the °lair-nue; sat down .to
The muzzle of the gun pointed wait Bill voiced the thought in all slowly sideways, and fell to lie a
-Facto/10e Eroeoreeeeteeoe.e__Aeoe
their minds. "Wish Rob was here!" few yards from where his friend
straight at old Nate's heart
fell.
Instantly young Nate's gun-an
"Well, he ain't!" Sandy rapped
ABBIE an' SLATS
The two youngest men of the ---old Army rine, polished this morn- out. "But he pays ta wages t' look
ing as it hadn't been since Appo- after his property, don't he? We'll Broken Spur crew, the fullest of
life and high hope an hour agomattox-came up. "You pull that show him we're worth 'em:"
Sandy swallowed 'hewn the lump
IT ISN'T THAT SANDY SAVAGE IS SOME FLYtrigger an' we'll blow you outa
It took some time to get all the that rose in his throat. Time for
BY-NIGHT TALENT PROMOTER.' HE'S A
your saddle!"
outfit together. The sun was high grieving later. He had business on
FAMOUS MANAGER Of STARS-AND HE
A dozeivother guns were point- In the sky when Broken Spur rode
WANTS REC.KY AND ME FOR A SINGING
tog at him. However little respect out, They covered the ground fast, his hands now, a cold grim busikilling.
ness
of
lined
Colt
Ile
his
ACT.' WHAT DO YOU CP/S THINK,
cowman might have for nester and silently. Sandy, in the lead,
Cullen's
young
on
Nate
shirt.
blue
markmanship, he couldn't expect held a tight rein on himself to
5LATS'?
keep The heavy weapon bucked in his
them all to miss. Tip had nerve, from looking back at them. He'd
young nester
hand,
and
tall
the
but he wasn't a fool. His death worked side by aide with some of
wouldn't do Broken Spur any good. these men for a long time-and coughed once, and sprawled on lais
Cj4t
3.
'
k4
v
Slowly-very slowly, for this he knew it wasn't likely that all of face in the dust
One wild, keening cry broke
knuckling under to the despised them would be riding lock.
from the old prophet; then he
sodbunters was the toughest thing
The nesters were standing to- stooped and straightened with
he'd ever done-he lowered his gether in a ragged huddle near
amazing swiftness, clutching the
Colt and replaced it at his 1)4.11 their picketed horses. Fighting on
A shoat of Jeering triumph rose horseback wouldn't be their style rifle that had dropped from his
hand. Lead whistled
from the younger nesters as they -and only men utterly unused to dead son's
past Sandy's ear, and he heard a
^pushed their horses forward so any kind of fighting, Sandy
choking gasp just behind him, and
-that Tip was forced to give ground. thought impatiently, would have
turned to see Tip Clancy sagging
The tough little puncher cursed bunched together like that, offering
in his saddle.
in impotent fury as he realized a perfect target. But they were
"Did he get you bad, Tip?" Inteat the unbelievable had hap- set to make a stand; he didn't misstinctively his arm went out to
pened. The invaders were actually take the determination in those
LIL' ABNER
steady his old friend. Tip sheaele
on Broken Spur land. The enor- weather-beaten faces. Still he made
hie head, with a twisted ghost of
mity of it seemed to hold even his try. a smile.
them silent for a moment; then a
"You men," he told them, "are
"No' min' me Sandy'- Prit
wilil ,exultant yell tore out of a trespassin' on Broken Spur. I'm
done-" He slumped" over hes
dezen throats, Tip cursed them givin' you a chance to go peacehorse's neck. The horse, sensing
again, savagely, and turned his able."
something wrong, let out a long,
mount around.
"Big talk, old man!" Fred Cul- lamenting neigh, and bucked wild•"lie's goin' for help!" Fred len jeered.
ly, unrestrained, teethe hand that
shouted. "Drop him 'fore he gets
Sandy Ignored the boy and had always held him in check was
away!"
turned to his father. "Cullen, you dangling as limp as the uselesa
Tip felt ice along his spine, but seem t' be the leader here. If
reins.
old Nate interrupted sternly, "Put there's men killed, it'll be on your
Grief wouldn't be held back mow.
up your gun, son. If there's goin' head. Will you tell your crowd to Its hot tears blurred Sandy's iold
to be any shootin', let them start go home like they came, or do I eyes, but he sighted throbgh etie
it."
order my men to uso their guns?" fog, and saw another nester go
t - He took his time till he was out
The old man's fanatical eyes down. His hammer clicked on an
wouldn't
sight-he
of
give that didn't waver. "We've got the law empty chamber, and he re-loaded
bunch the eiatisfaction of making and the right on our side. If you with hands that shook. A
cry
him run-hut afterward he put the fire first, the Lord have mercy on somewhere down the line drew his
Awurs te his horse and rode hard you!"
eyes to another emptied sadilfe"The Lord may," a high voice Chuck Downs' grey. And even es
Illtor headquarters.
9 Sandy was there, and Bill Ler- yelled, "but we sure won't!"
he looked, Bill Lamed clutched e,
ae
ned nna Chuck Dovims, with two
Sandy raised his hand, and the his chest soilsoilarumpled.
new hands, red-headed Mike Pres- BrokeneSpurcrew
e
,came,forward
Continued ,
En
To
.......
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I'M GOING TO
BE A FIREMAN
WHEN I GROW UP

0

By Ernie Bushmiller

41-Alk 6-04-NG TO
BE A BEAUTY
OPERATOR

1APw4:2Y --WHAT ARE YOU
GOING TO. BE
WHEN YOU &ET
4.
BIG?

PIO

Now+ 6,...••••

A BASEBALL,
UMPIRE

4••

Jee -2 a-

!
....W••••:::
:.
••••••••••••••'.....
By Raeburn Van Buren

I THINK IT'S A WONDERFUL
02PORTUNITY FOR YOU GIRLS.

YOU'D BE NUTS NOT TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT,'

r I--I GUESS THAT'S JUST
HOW I FEEL ABOUT IT,T00:

CHARLIE -WHEN YOU
TOLD THE GIRLS YOU WERE
CRAZY FOR THEM To,
(CHOKE) LEAVE TO,',I4 1.
ON THIS BIG TOUR...
WERE 'IOU A3 9'!", A
LIAR AS I WAS ;
r
a

•••• 5o.,
4,_1031 5, 5.••••

-ty•••••••

By Al Capp
MAH MAMMY DON'T LIKE
GREENBERRIES!r-SHE SAYS
IT'S A FREE CO(JNTRY-AN'
ANYONE WHO WANTS TO
EAT 'EM

BUT SHE ORDERED
US NOT TO-SO WE
DONST-BECUZ IT'S
A F'RLE COUNTRY!!

WHILE 77-/E)*-15
ONE 44DN-GT,'LE7V
FAA4/LY L.EFT
IN /1/.1.5:R/G1,
FLE,EGLEWE'RE

DANGER.7

CIO% mar
",
Imbajw,

•

FADED -Coe/ FA

E p
-,a

7

wedilleas
,•
•

eu
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo Btu-keen. Editor
Christian Tr'omen's
Fellowship Holds:
Dinner Meeting

•
na'

The Christian Womes's Fellowstop of the First Christ,an Church
held a dinner meet.ng arid .nsiallotion of officers at the church
on Tuesday evening. June 21.
Mrs ,Dan Hutson installed the
following new officers: airs. MC.
Ellis. president; Mrs. lima ard Titsworth. f.r.1 vice: Mns. Walter
Baker. second vice: Mrs. Maurice
secretary; Mrs. Davy
Crass. Sr,
Hopkins. treasurer: Mrs. R. L.
Wade, worship chrorrnsin.
leaders sre Mrs.
The group
Ed Frank Krrk, Group I: Mrs.
Ralph Woods. Group II. Mrs. Oren
Hull. Young Matrons: snd Miss
Business
Campbell.
Margaret
Guild,
Miss Vorda Head gave the inRalph
Mrs.
tspiring devotion.
Woods is the retiring preocient
A delicious covered dish dinner
was served to the members and
one guest. Mrs. Willie Decker of
Detroit, Mich' The Business Guild
swoop was :n charge of the arrangements.
• • • •

PERSONALS

si

Rey. and
Mrs. Bill Jones and
children. Bill. Jr.. Kathy. and
Suzanne. of Corbin are the guests
of Rev Jones' father. Mr. E. C.
Mrs. Jones. South
Jones. and
Tenth Street
•
• i
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lassiter
and son, John Wells, have been
visiting their parents. Mr. and
Elmer Hicherson. and Mr.
Albert Lassiter. They
and Mrs
left Sunday for Lansing. 34a.h., to
attend a dairy science meeting

C.

95 Drive-hi•
THEATRE
SHOW STARTS 7:45

Sunday & Monday
"Pride of the Blue Grass
in color starring
Lloyd Bridges and
Vera Miles
TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY
"THE ROYAL
AFRICAN RIFLES"

• Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1150-W
• 't

Mrs. Divelbiss Lias
Luncheon At Paris
Landing Hotel

Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

.ASKS FOR 'LOVE OF PEOPLE'_

Mrs. D. L Divelbiss entertained with a lurstileon at the Paris
Landing Hotel on
Wednesday,
June 22, at one o'clock in the afternoon.

Airs. G. B. Scott
Hostess For Meet
Of Circle I WSCS

MONDAY, JUNE 27, 1951

Personals
Mr. and Mrs. Oron Hopkins and
children, Dorinda and Steve. of
Detroit, Mich.. arrived last week
for a visit with their
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman and
Mr and Mrs. Amos Hopkins. Mr.
Hopkins has returned to Detroit,
but his family will remain for a
longer visit.

The occasion was 'in' honor of
• • • •
bliss Nancy Wain.acotet, bride-elect
of Mr. L D. Cathey,,sdrel the hosFOSTER PARENTS
Circle I of the Woman's Society tess's houseguests, Mrs. Grant Lenof Christian Service of the Fir.t nington and daughters. Joliet and
LINCOLN. Calif. (UP)—A pair
Methodist Church held its first Jane, of Belleville, Ohio.
of pigeons hatched and raised a
meeting of the church yeaw
Those present were Mrs. Gren bantam chick on the William
The home of the chairman, Mrs
Charles, Mrs. Edgar Howell, Mrs. Workman ranch near hese.
G. B. Scott
•
Phil Springer, liars. Harold MarThe circle oegan the year with vin, Mrs. Kern of Finlay, Ohio,
a determination to make this a Mrs. Verne Kyle. Misses Sandra
most successful one. Officers were and Kathy Kyle. Mrs. Frank
named. The scr.pture
reading Wainscatt. the honored persons,
from Deuteronomy was in keeping and the hostess.
with the pledge service. Pledge
cards were signed by the members.
Refreshments were served from
the beautifully appointed tea tabPICNIC FOOD FOR CROWD
le Mrs. Dewey Jones presided _at
Pitching horse shoes or playing
the punch bowl and Mrs. E. A.
soft ball at a picnic builds big
Lassiter served the cake Summer
BY JEAN ALLEN
appetites for players and specflowers from Mrs. Scott's garden
tators alike.
were used in the attractive decorss,
--•
ations for the home.
Sixteen members were present.
ROMANTIC COFFEE COOLERS
The July meeting will be held
The romance of coffee came
in She home of Mrs J. N. Wag- alive. as I stepped aboard the
BLIND AND DEAF Helen Keller gets acquainted with face of re.• "les
goner with Mrs. L. J. Lawrence SS/Argentina just in from Rio
porter Phyllis Battelle at her Westport, Conn., home
she Ls
and Santos as it lay at anchor at
in charge of the program.
wHATTA
ApPETita
Interviewed approaching her 75th birthday June 27. Coming into
t
t
ip
.• • •
Pier 32, North River.
,
photo at right Is arm and hand of Polly Thompson, with whom
The longshoremen were at
Mrs. Leon Pogue and daughter,
Miss Keller just returned from a flve-month tour of the Orient
work loading huge bags of green
Sloppy Joe's Barbecue cr be
Teena.
of
Crystal
City,
Mos
spent
on behalf of the blind. Miss Thompson Ls talking to Miss Keller
coffee beans (each weighed 132 stirred and cooked in a big ettle
last week with her parents, Mr. pounds) in the hold of the ship. over
by spelling words on palm of Miss Kellers hand. Miss Keller said
an open fire. Serve it on
Riggins.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bailey
With the swing of each canvas a bun and eat without bothering
she wanted only two birthday gifts, -The love of people," and the
Murray
Pogue
motored
Sunday
to
sling loaded with coffee from
with a plate or fork. Everyone
right to celebrate "in a quiet place, happily.'
(lilterect
ship to pier, a ton of coffee was
will want two or three Sandfor his family.
•• • •
moved one step closer to your
wiches
Messrs Bob Claycomb of Hend- coffee pot.
Sloppy Joo's Barbecue
erson. T. T. &solar of Cadiz, and
- Social Calendar 8 pounds ground beef
Mackey Clopton of Srnithland, for1 cup chopped onion
mer graduates of Murray State
1 quart chopped celery
hilamilay, Jane 27
I. cup fat
The J N Williams chapter of College, were the weekend guests
The Protemu.s Homemakers Club the United Daughters of the Con- of Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Risers.
2 bottles 14 ounce) catsup
1
can (3), cupfuls) tomatoes
yill meet with Mrs. Alfred Mur- federacy met Wednesday, June V. Mr. Claycomb recently received
Sri cup Worcestershire sauce
dock at one-thirty o'clock. Isis Masters Degree at Northwest21-1 tablespoons salt
for a potluck luncheon in the
• • • •
ern University. Evanston. IlL
1 teaspoon sugar
home of Mrs. Fred Giogles on
The
1 teaspoon ground mustard
journey
continued
as
the
Farmer
Avenue.
2S
Os teaspoon Tobasco sauce
coffee bags were loaded onto
were planned. The minutes
The Lynn Grove Homemakers
5 to di dozen sandwich buns
freight cars on "lighters' or
Matters pertaining to national read and approved.
Club will meet with Mrs. Jim
barges and transferred across the
Preceding the delightful potluck river and on by rail to the coffee
and local importance were
Scott at one-thirty o'clock
cussed At this particular time luncheon. Mr. Fred Gargles ask- roasting centers.
• • • •
Next in order was skillful
the programs for the year's work ed the blessing.
blending. roasting, "cupping"—
Murray Star chapter No. 433
that's taste-testing—and packagOrder of the Eastern Star will
ing. Many people help to bring
hold its regular meeting at the
us coffee . . . fresh and full of
flavor_
Masonic Hall at eight o'clock..
It's a fascinating trip from the
coffee plantations of South AmerBrown meat, onion and celery
ica to your coffee cup. And it in hot fat. Add remaining ingreoccurred to me that these fine dients. Cook about thirty minutes
coffees deserve more attention or until thickened, stirring octhan they get—just being gulped
casionally. Skim excess fat from
down at breakfast time without surface, if necessary. Serve about
another thought. Here are my one-fourth cupful on each bun.
most delicious recipes for coffee
Yield: 65 to 70 Sloppy Joe's.
coolers.

Luncheon Is Held
'By
Wednesday

ri....asy. is.,

Take Breakfast To The Park

Wheeeeee!

4 ceps freshly brewed coffee
cap maple-flavored syrup

1 cop

light cream
Whipped cream

Chill coffee, mix with syrup.
Add cream Pour into tall glasses
iver crushed ice. Top with
whipped cream
Yield: Six servings.
•
Either of these tall coffee
Irinka are thirst-quenching cool.
hr. for hot summer days.
Santos Soda: Combine threefourths cup strong cold coffee,
one-fourth teaspoon vanilla,
one teaspoon
sugar a n d one
tablespoon heavy
cream in a tall
glass.
Add sparkling
water. Stir gently. Top with a
scoop .of vanilla
or coffee flavented ke cream.

ocnicking at breakfast time. I
Avoid crowded
..c a:
risers know that picnics are more enjoyable if the surroundings
uncluttered with people—or things.
Breakfast is an easy meal to take on a picnic. Ready-to-eat cereals
are just nght—ro cooking is necessary—merely pack the cereal box in
the picnic hamper. This breakfast takes just a few minutes to pack.
MENU
Shredded Wheat
with
Fresh Sliced Peaches and Milk
Butter
Pecan Rolls
Chocolate Milk
The peaches could be sliced and sugared at home. Additional sugar
would not be necessary with the sweetened peaches. Pecan rolls are a
favorite—butter probably would be unnecessary.
• Colorful plastic spoons, paper plates (except the cereal bowls) and
bandannas for napkins arid a festive note to the outdoor breakfast.
Another way to vary the way you serve that all important meal-breakfast—is to serve it on trays that can be carried to the porch or
patio.
Doctors and dietitians agree that basic breakfast of fruit, cereal,
milk, bread and butter will provide one-fourth of the daily nutritional
requirement. You and your family will feel better and work better,
especially in the late morning hours, if you eat a basic breakfast the
year round.

are

PARADIS (platinum)

113 S

4th St Phone lv3

WIth the fork in position, art
across the full width of the steak.
Make wedge-sho ped portions,
widest at the for side. Eoch
serving will be a piece of the
tenderloin and a piece of the
large 'markt.
Serve the flank end last If
servings are needed.
When carving steak, it's alma/
o necessity,la one a carving tray
or a board c0t to fit he center
section of the platter. This will
protect the cutting edge of the
knife as well as the plotter.

additional

Read Today's Classifieds
XdrigorAdriky

galling
TUESDAY

itt mummh DAY
4brBeianfgail!
-,
rO
•

ABBkiloilii-Lio
Themuninn

BUD

Colorful Crisp Salad

Iced Maple Coffee

STORE

wIth carving.

were

1111111imumiamonli

JEWELRY

Uris the stook earring set
whose knife blade is sik or seven
inches long. Holding the shoals
with the fork inserted .1 111. left,
cut close around the bone, Then(
lift the bone to the aids of the
rvOlinterf•r•
pla tier where

as

with Louis Hayward and
Veronica Hurst

Furches

Generally, mast is carved across the grain. Sleeks are use one eaception.
tender and
They ore carved with the groin because the meat fibers ore
already relatively short.

A

Batts. Ectilit3

in ( olor

$975 to 5000

41'
Porterhouse Steak

PRETTY MYRNA KAY Ls shown at
announced
the moment It
she was chosen `National Swim
for Health Queen" from a bevy
of 16 beauties atop the Empire
State building In New York.
She was Lined up with them a.s
the announcement brought this
expression of pleasure. Stalls.
tics 5-feet-5s2, weight 118,
(International)
55-24-34.,

we.

gay

a

'

hn1141.111

All of the crisp and colorful
vertables may be broken or cut
into bite-size pieces and brought
to the picnic in a dish pan.
Combine a variety of the early
summer greens—iceberg lettuce,
spinach, and endive with sliced
carrots, radishes, cucumbers, and
celery.
The French dressing ingredients may be
measured into a
glass fruit jar
and covered
tightly for carrying. Be sure to
drop a cut clove
of garlic and
pl e n t y of salt
into the combination. Pour the dressing over
the salad greens and toss lightly
just before serving.
INmesirt

Too

picnic desserts are watermelon, chocolate cake, or cookies.
p.ohl up
Real

ititil 100a

01 1 5

111111101.11
u

..
11:ARIE WINDSOR HOAR ANSARA and PEGGY KW

LAST TIMES TONIGHT
V ARSITY
CAPITOL
SON OF SINDAD

MU NWT= • SM1Y MIST
Cf11• NICBIT Pfin •luisuacust

JACKIE COOGAN

in 'LOST WOMEN'
with RICHARD TRAVIS
and LYLE TALBOT

FEDDERS
WORLD'S LARGEST MAKERS OF
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS

HOT? STICKY?

CAN'T SLEEP?

SPECIAL

(,„,..„,. I„,,
111,11 „„I ,,„,AkspAt,
U

HERE'S HOW...

Shaver Accessories

MAKE A GARDENER'S KNEELING BENCH

I

Losing This One

A combination kn eel in RI cut to fit after the bottom,
1 bench and garden toot kit will sides and top panel
pave the gardener's knees and, sembled. The back is not mortised in place. Use glue and
small tools handy.
1 6-penny finishing nails at all
Use finished 1-inch lumber,.
,
either 7 or 8 inches wide, for joints.
Bore • finger hole. 1 inch
wood pgrts. Each joint is
mortised, %-ineh deep. The in diameter near the top cenof the door. Fasten the
with
ter
made
be
mortises may
and chisel if power ma- door in place with a pair of
small hinges on the bottom
chinery is not available.
The hex. is 18 inches long, edge. The door is held shut
with mortises located 1 inch by • small cupboard latch of
from each end. Make handles the spring type.
Round all sharp edges by
In the two end pieces by first resift(
or sanding. Then sand
boring two 1-inch holes and
cutting out the area between the completed bench and finish
it with paint, enamel or
them with a key-hole saw.
Then cot the mortises in varnish.
A lh-inch sponge rubber pad
each end piece, making sure
is then mounted on the top
they match as to heigart.
paRel, using rubber cement.
The back and the door

Sunbeam, Nurelco or Remington
Razor at Lindsey's.
COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES
POR ELECTRIC RAZORS

Mt I

Cords - Cutting Heads- Head Guards - Shaving
Powder Sticks - Pre Shave Lotion - Cleaning
Brushes - Lubricating Kits - Also Sharpening
Compound for Sunbeam Razors
ALL AT

MURRAY

Cf

FEDI:MRS

bee p
an

1 680

saw

(
;_44
Af4-7
1

/
1
2 and 1 TON IN STOCK
Must move by July 1 in ordser to
make room for another shipment
—if you want to get the best at the

Murray
Drive-In
SHOW

N/Neit

You Get Anywhere

NOW

Alfred Duncan

are

MAYFIELD

Cooling Per Dollar Than

Sleep cool, wake refreshed with
a genuine Fedders Room Air
ronclitioner. Powerful, dependable. A model for every
room.. every budget. Act now!

are as- I

Get Cutting Heads For Your Schick,

We Offer You More

11.--

Joseph McCarthy
SENATOR
(R), Wisconsin, is shown in
Washington as he asked the
Senate to use Its "full moral
power" to force discussion of
the fate of Communist sates
Ides at the Big Four conference. The Senate foreign relations committee rejected this
suggestion 14s43. (lnterisational)

•

STARTS

AT

right price see us soon — remember
you buy no better than Fedders!
7:44

Sunday & Monday
"Gone With The Wind"
starring Clark Gable, Vivian
Lee and Leslie Howard
--TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY
"DRAGON'S GOLD"
with John Archer and
Hillary Brooke
-41

ALFRED DUNCAN
Electric Service
South 13th

Phone 1680

r

